HUNTERS
No room in your pack? Not carrying a pack? No belt loops on your camo pants? Coil the Ripcord® and slide it in your cargo pocket to avoid being caught off guard by a dirty gun or stuck casing.

SHOOTERS
Headed to a big competition? Need to conserve room on your tactical belt for shotgun shells and extra mags? Slide a coiled Ripcord® in your tactical pants pocket to avoid a potential DQ during a shooting competition due to a firearm malfunction.

LAW ENFORCEMENT
While engaging in a gunfight isn’t planned, being prepared for any situation is essential. When on patrol, carry a Ripcord® for your sidearm and be confident it is performing properly – no matter what situation arises.

MILITARY
Headed out on a mission where minimal gear is critical and even the weight of your ballistic plates are questionable? The super lightweight and portable Ripcord® can easily fit in your BDU pants so you can be confident you’ve got the backup you need in the event of a malfunctioning weapon.

The Ripcord® is available in a variety of sizes for rifles, pistols and shotguns.

RIFLE LENGTH (36”)
- .17 cal.
- .223 cal/ 5.56mm
- .240 cal.
- .257 cal.
- .264 cal.
- .270 cal/ 6.8mm
- .308 cal/ 7.62mm
- .358 cal.
- .50 cal.

*Note: .50 cal. Ripcord® has a 45” length

PISTOL LENGTH (22.5”)
- .22 cal.
- 9mm
- .40 cal.
- .45 cal.

SHOTGUN LENGTH (45”)
- 20 ga.
- 12 ga.

The original one-and-done gun cleaning concept developed by Otis Technology’s very own President of Engineering was sketched out on – you guessed it – a restaurant napkin. Cliché, but true. After several iterations and endless hours testing and perfecting over the span of about a year, the concept came to fruition. Introducing, from Otis, the Ripcord®.

For years, Otis has offered lightweight, portable and versatile gun cleaning systems with the main advantage of being able to carry them in the field should a mishap occur. As the years passed and technology evolved, it became rather apparent that while the Otis cleaning systems were widely popular, there was an unserved market. A target market full of hunters, shooters, law enforcement and military personnel that need a lighter, faster one-and-done gun cleaning solution.
ONE AND DONE.

NOMEX® SURFACE  MOLDED RUBBER CORE  MEMORY-FLEX® CABLE

- Heat resistant up to 700°F
- Rigid, durable materials trap fouling better than nylon products
- Acts as both a brush to loosen and a patch to capture fouling particles
- Keeps the Nomex® cleaning surface pressed against the bore - ensuring an aggressive 360° clean
- Rifle/Pistol Ripcords® contain a helix to engage rifling. Shotgun Ripcords® feature a three leading edge design.
- Original Breech-to-Muzzle® technology
- Brass ends with 8-32 standard thread accommodate additional components

For proper cleaning, insert the longer, narrower end in the chamber and feed out the muzzle. Pull through from Breech-to-Muzzle®. Repeat as needed.

Use only for caliber specified.